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We define noncommutative analogues of the characters of the symmetric group
which are induced by transitive cyclic subgroups (cyclic characters). We investigate
their properties by means of the formalism of noncommutative symmetric functions.
The main result is a multiplication formula whose commutative projection gives a
combinatorial formula for the resolution of the Kronecker product of two cyclic
representations of the symmetric group. This formula can be interpreted as a multi-
plicative property of the major index of permutations.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
There is a well-known relation between symmetric functions and charac-
ters of symmetric groups. Recently, starting from the quasi-determinants of
Gelfand and Retakh [5, 6] a noncommutative theory of symmetric functions
has been developed [4] in such a way that most of the classical application
can be lifted to the noncommutative case. In particular, the character
theory of the symmetric group has a natural noncommutative analogue, in
wich the ro^le of the character ring is played by Solomon’s descent algebra
[16]. In this setting, the simplest noncommutative analogues of the classical
calculations with characters can be interpreted in terms of certain idempotents
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of the descent algebra, which arise in various problems related to free Lie
algebras (e.g., the study of the Hausdorff series; see [13, 14, 2]). The first
applications of the descent algebra to character computations are due to
Gessel [7].
In this paper, we study noncommutative analogues of certain symmetric
functions, which are known to display a rich combinatorial structure. These
are the Frobenius characteristics of the characters induced by transitive
cyclic subgroups. These characters seem to have been first studied by
Foulkes [3]. A combinatorial formula for their decomposition into
irreducibles appears in [9] and is generalized in [10] to certain plethysms
involving the same characters. Another generalization appears in [17].
Applications to free Lie algebras are collected, for example, in [14], and
some other properties are discussed in [15].
This paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 provide the
necessary background on noncommutative symmetric functions and cyclic
characters. Then, the noncommutative cyclic characters L (k)n are defined,
together with another basis (K ( j )n ) of their linear span, and multiplicative
properties of the K ( j )n are established (Section 4). It is then found that the
K ( j )n and, thus, also the L
(k)
n span a subalgebra, and the structure constants
in these two bases are computed (Section 5). This gives in particular an
explicit formula for the Kronecker product of two cyclic representations of
the symmetric group. Finally, this result is given a combinatorial inter-
pretation, in terms of a multiplicative property of the major index of
permutations (Section 6), and a generalization to a class of nontransitive
cyclic subgroups is sketched (Section 7).
Our notations for commutative symmetric functions are those of [11].
For the noncommutative ones, we use those of [4], which are recalled in
the next section.
2. Noncommutative Symmetric Functions
The algebra of formal noncommutative symmetric functions is the free
associative algebra Sym=C(41 , 42 , ...) generated by an infinite sequence
of noncommuting indeterminates 4k , called the elementary functions. It is
convenient to set 40 :=1. Let t be another indeterminate, commuting with
the 4k . One introduces the generating series
*(t)= :
k0
tk4k , _(t)= :
k0
tkSk=*(&t)&1,
8(t)= :
k1
1
k
8ktk=log _(t).
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The Sk are called complete symmetric functions, and the 8k are the power
sums of the second kind. The power sums of the first kind, denoted by 9k
are the coefficients of the formal series
(t)= :
k1
tk&19k ,
defined by the equation
(t)=*(&t)
d
dt
_(t).
The algebra Sym is graded by the weight function w defined by w(4k)=k,
and its homogeneous component of weight n is denoted by Symn . If (Fn)
is a sequence of noncommutative symmetric functions such that Fn # Symn ,
we set for any composition I=(i1 , ..., ir)
FI=Fi1 Fi 2 } } } Fir . (1)
Then, (4I ), (S I ), (8I ), and (9 I ) are homogeneous bases of Sym.
The set of all compositions of a given integer n is equipped with the
reverse refinement order, denoted P . For example, the compositions J of
5 such that JP (2, 1, 2) are (2, 1, 2), (3, 2), (2, 3), and (5). The basis (RI )
of ribbon Schur functions, originally defined in terms of quasi-determinants
in [4], can also be defined by either of the two equivalent equations
SI= :
JPI
RJ , RI= :
JPI
(&1) l (I )&l (J ) S J, (2)
l(I ) being the length of the composition I.
The commutative image of a noncommutative symmetric function is
given by the algebra morphism 4n [ en . Then, Sn [ hn , 9n [ pn , 8n [ pn ,
and RI is sent to an ordinary ribbon Schur function, which is denoted by
rI . Ribbon Schur functions have been defined by McMahon (see [12, t. 1,
p. 200]) and are denoted in his book by hI .
Let_ # Sn be a permutation with descent set A=[d1< } } } <dk]
n&1 :=[1, ..., n&1]. The descent composition I=C(_) is the composition
I=(i1 , ..., ik+1) of n defined by is=ds&ds&1 , where d0 :=0 and dk+1 :=n.
We also set I=C(A), and conversely, the subset A of n&1 associated to
a composition I of n is denoted by A=E(I ). The sum in the group algebra
of all permutations with descent composition I is denoted by DI . The DI
with |I |=n form a basis of a subalgebra Z[Sn], called the descent algebra
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of Sn [16]. We denote by 7n the same algebra, with scalars extended to C.
There is an isomorphism of graded vector spaces
:: 7= 
n0
7n  Sym= 
n0
Symn (3)
such that
:(DI )=RI (4)
for any composition I.
The direct sum 7 can be given an algebra structure, by extending the
natural product of its components 7n by setting xy=0 for x # 7p and
y # 7q with p{q. The internal product, denoted V , on Sym is defined by
requiring that : be an anti-isomorphism. That is, we set
F V G=:(:&1(G) :&1(F )).
One also defines on Sym a coproduct 2 by any of the following equivalent
conditions:
2Sn= :
n
k=0
Sk Sn&k , 24n= :
n
k=0
4k4n&k (5)
28n=8n1+18n , 29n=9n1+19n . (6)
The fundamental property for computing with the internal product is the
following splitting formula.
2.1. Proposition [4]. Let F1 , F2 , ..., Fr , G # Sym. Then,
(F1F2 } } } Fr) V G=+r[(F1  } } } Fr) V 2rG],
where in the right-hand side, +r denotes the r-fold ordinary multiplication,
and V stands for the operation induced on Sym} n by V.
In the commutative case, this formula can be regarded as a particular
case of the Mackey tensor product theorem. Some applications and referen-
ces can be found in [15].
There is a MAPLE package for noncommutative symmetric functions
written by Ung [18] which permits us to calculate examples. Some of the
calculations in this paper were done with this tool.
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3. Cyclic Characters
The irreducible complex characters of a cyclic group G :=( g) of order
n can be described by
/kn : G  C*, g
i [ =ik, (7)
where = :=exp(2?in). If G is a transitive cyclic subgroup of a symmetric
group, then G is generated by a full cycle and the Frobenius characteristics
of the induced characters /kn A Sn are [3]
l (k)n =
1
n
:
n
i=1
=ikpnn 7 in 7 i =
1
n
:
d | n
c(k, d ) pndd , (8)
where 7 means g.c.d. and c(, ) denotes the von Sterneck function, i.e.,
c(m, k) is the sum of mth powers of the primitive k th roots of unity (these
sums are sometimes referred to as Ramanujan sums).
A result of Kraskiewicz and Weyman [9] gives the decomposition of l (k)n
into Schur functions or as well into ribbon Schur functions:
l (k)n = :
maj(I )#k mod n
rI ; (9)
i.e., the sum is over all ribbons parametrized by compositions I whose
major index is congruent to k mod n (the major index of a composition I
is defined as the sum of the elements of the associated descent set E(I )).
We will take this equation as starting point for defining a noncom-
mutative analogue of l (k)n in the algebra of noncommutative symmetric
functions [4]. It will turn out that there are natural noncommutative
analogues of the power sums pndd which give an expansion corresponding
to (8).
More generally, if G is a cyclic subgroup of a symmetric group Sm
generated by an element g of order n with cycle partition I, then the
Frobenius characteristics of the induced characters /kn A Sm are easily
described within the formalism of inner plethysm
l (k)I :=
1
n
:
d | n
c(k, d ) p^*nd ( pI ). (10)
Here p^s* denotes the adjoint Adams operation of inner plethysm which is
an algebra homomorphism defined on the generators pi by
p^s( pi ) :=pis7 is 7 i .
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The decomposition of these cyclic characters into Schur functions is given
in [17]. We reformulate this result in term of ribbon Schur functions.
Recall that the order of g is equal to the l.c.m. of its cycle lengths,
n=l.c.m.(i1 , ..., ir),
if I=(i1 , ..., ir). Hence we may form
I(n) :=(ni1 , 2ni1 , ..., ni2 , ..., nir ir)
and define, for any composition J of m,
smajI(n)(J ) := :
u # E(J )
(I(n))u u. (11)
Then the decomposition is
l (k)I = :
smaj I(n)(J )#k mod n
rJ . (12)
4. Noncommutative Cyclic Characters
Let n # N be given and = :=exp(2?in). For an indeterminate q we define
Kn(q) := :
|I | =n
qmaj(I )RI , k(q) := :
n0
(Kn(q)(n)q). (13)
It is proved in [4] that
k(q)= `

k0
_(qk)= } } } _(q2) _(q) _(1). (14)
Imitating (9) we put
L (k)n := :
maj(I )#k mod n
RI . (15)
The elements L (k)n will be called noncommutative cyclic characters.
Another basis of the subspace spanned by the L (k)n is given by
K (k)n :=Kn(=
k)=:
i
=ikL (i )n , (16)
and the transition matrix 5(L, K ) from the elements L (k)n to the K
( j )
n is the
character table of the cyclic group of order n,
5(L, K )=(=ik) i, k .
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The inverse transformation is described by
5(K, L)=5(L, K )&1=
1
n
(=&ik)k, i ,
i.e.
L(k)n =
1
n
:
i
=&ikK (i )n , (17)
corresponding to (8).
If =k is a primitive n th root of unity, i.e., n 7 k=1, then (1n) K (k)n is an
idempotent corresponding to Klyachko’s idempotent in the descent algebra
[8]. In particular, K (k)n is primitive for 2 [4].
If =k is not a primitive root of unity, then K (k)n is a product of primitive
elements, for we have the following.
4.1. Proposition. Let ‘ be any r th root of unity. Let n=ar+b with
a, b # N, b<r. Then
Kn(‘)=Kr(‘)a Kb(‘).
Proof. As ‘ is not assumed to be a primitive rth root of unity, it is
sufficient to prove
Kr+s(‘)=Kr(‘) Ks(‘).
Let now I be a composition of n and A :=E(I )n&1 the descent set
associated to I. If one puts
B :=[a # A | a<r], C :=[a&r # A | ar]"[0],
then B gives a composition J of r and C a composition J$ of n&r such that
RJRJ$=RI+RI$ ,
for some composition I$ of n, and maj(J )+maj(J$ )#maj(I ) mod r.
Moreover, Kr(1) Ks(1)=S r1S
s
1=S
r+s
1 =Kr+1(1) shows that each RI in
Kr(‘) Ks(‘) comes from exactly one pair RJ , RJ$ in the respective
factors. K
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In the sequel we need a description of the action of Kn(q) on a product
of primitive elements. In order to describe this we need a generalization of
the major index [8, 1]. If I :=(i1 , ..., ir) is a composition of n and \ # Sr ,
then
majI ( \) := :
j # Des( \)
(i\1+i\2+ } } } +i\j ).
4.2. Proposition. Let I :=(i1 , ..., ir) be a composition of n and Fi j
( j=1, ..., r) be a primitive, homogeneous element of degree ij of Sym. Then
Kn(q) V F I=(q)n :
\ # S r
qmaj I ( \)
(1&qi \ 1)(1&qi\ 1+i \ 2) } } } (1&qi \ 1+ } } } +i \ r)
F \I.
Proof. We will compute k(q) V FI, taking into account the factoriza-
tion (14) of k(q). Let kN (q) :=_(qN ) _(qN&1) } } } _(q) _(1). Then by
Proposition 2.1
kN (q) V F I= :
f : r  N
qNf F I f,
where
Nf :=N } | f &1(1)|+(N&1) } | f &2(2)|+ } } } +1 } | f &1(N&1)|,
and If :=(i\1 , ..., i\r) is a permutation \I of I which arises as
If=(i\1 , ..., i\s 1
# f&1(1)
, i\(s 1+1) , ..., i\(s1+s2)
# f &1(2)
, ...)
and
\1<\2< } } } <\s1 , \(s1+1)<\(s1+2)< } } } <\(s1+s2)< } } } .
Hence it remains to see which functions f give rise to a fixed permutation
\ # Sr and which factor they contribute. As If is clearly nondecreasing on
the blocks f &1(u), these are precisely those f that are nondecreasing on the
blocks given by the descent set of \.
On the other hand, If can be written as a linear combination with non-
negative integer coefficients of the elements:
gj :=i\1+ } } } +i\j , 1jr&1.
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But the coefficients of gj , j # Des( \), must be positive. Hence the sum of all
terms for which f corresponds to a given \ is
:
: j>0 for j # Des( \)
a j # N
qa1g 1+a 2g2+ } } } =qmaj I ( \) :
aj # N
qa 1 g1+a 2g 2+ } } }
=
qmaj I ( \)
(1&qg1) } } } (1&qgr)
. K
4.3. Corollary. If n=ra, then
Kn(q) V (Fr)a=
(q)n
(1&qr)a
(Fr)a.
Proof. As I=(r, r, ..., r), we have \I=I and everything follows from
Proposition 4.2 and
:
\ # S a
tmaj( \)
(1&t)(1&t2) } } } (1&ta)
=
1
(1&t)a
a well-known identity of McMahon [12]. K
Taking the commutative image of Proposition 4.2 and the specialization
pk  1 (k1), we see that this last identity can be generalized to the
following.
4.4. Proposition. For each composition I :=(i1 , ..., ir) of n one has
:
\ # S r
qmaj I (\)
(1&qi \1)(1&qi\1+i \2) } } } (1&qi\1+ } } } +i\r)
=
1
(1&qi1)(1&qi2) } } } (1&qi r)
.
Specializing q to certain roots of unity gives the following.
4.5. Corollary. Let = be a primitive m th root of unity, n=ra and let
Fr be primitive homogeneous of degree r. Then:
(i) Kn(=) V (Fr)a=0, if m=n, r{n.
(ii) Kn(=) V (Fr)a=a! ra(Fr)a, if m=r.
(iii) If =, ‘ are two primitive n th roots of unity, then Kn(=) V Kn(‘)=
nKn(‘).
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5. The Algebra Generated by the L (k)n
Consider the vector space Cn with basis (K ( j )n ) or (L
(k)
n ). We will show
that Cn is a subalgebra w.r.t. the internal product V and compute the struc-
ture constants for these two bases.
5.1. Proposition.
K (k)n V K
(l )
n ={(nd )! d
ndK (l )n
0
if n 7 k=n 7 l=d
otherwise.
In particular,
Cn :=((K (k)n | k=1, ...n)) =((L
(k)
n | k=1, ...n))
is a subalgebra of the algebra of noncommutative symmetric functions with
respect to the internal product V which is noncommutative for n3.
Proof. If we set G :=Kn 7 k(=k), F :=Kn 7 l (=l ), then according to
Proposition 2.1
K (k)n V K
(l)
n =G
nn 7 k V Fnn 7 l=+nn 7 k((G } } } G ) V 2nn 7 k(Fnn 7 l )
=+nn 7 k((G } } } G) 2nn 7 k(F )nn 7 l)
As F is primitive, it is easy to expand the coproduct. Hence we have to
consider a sum of products of the form G V Fs. For degree reasons, this
expression is zero if n 7k=deg(G )<deg(F )=n 7 l. By 4.3 it also vanishes
if s>1; i.e., n 7 k>n 7 l. Hence, the product itself is zero if n 7k{n 7 l.
But if n 7 k=n 7 l, the product is a sum of identical terms
(G V F )nn 7 l=(n 7 l)nn 7 l F nn 7 l,
and the multiplicity of this term is (nn 7 l )!. The proposition follows. K
From this result the computation of L (k)n V L
(l )
n is straightforward,
L(k)n V L
(l )
n =
1
n2
:
i, j
=&ik&jlK (i )n V K
( j )
n =
1
n2
:
i, j : n 7 i=n 7 j
=&ik&jlfj, n K ( j )n ,
where fj, n :=(nn 7 j )! (n 7 j )nn 7 j. From this we get
1
n2
:
i, j : n 7 i=n 7 j
=&ik&jlfj, n :
m
= jmL (m)n
=:
m \
1
n2
:
i, j : n 7 i=n 7 j
=&ik= j (m&l )fj, n+ L (m)n .
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But an easy computation shows that the expression in braces is just a
scalar product of symmetric functions, namely,
(l (k)n , l
(m&l )
n )=(l
(&k)
n , l
(m&l )
n ) ,
whence we have the following.
5.2. Theorem.
L (k)n V L
(l )
n = :
n
m=1
(l (k)n , l
(m&l )
n ) L
(m)
n .
The commutative image gives the resolution of a Kronecker product of
cyclic representations into a direct sum of cyclic representations. Taking
into account the results of [9], this can also be interpreted as a com-
binatorial formula for the decomposition into irreducibles.
6. A Combinatorial Consequence
Theorem 5.2 has a nice interpretation in terms of permutations, if we
apply the anti-isomorphism : given in (3). As
D (k)n :=:
&1(L (k)n )= :
maj(I )#k mod n
|I |=n
DI ,
Proposition 5.2 immediately translates to
D (l )n D
(k)
n = :
n
m=1
(l (k)n , l
(m&l)
n ) D
(m)
n .
Expanding the product and comparing the coefficients we arrive at the
following.
6.1. Proposition. Let ? # Sn with maj(?)#m mod n. Then the number
of elements _, { # Sn with ?=_{ and maj(_)#l, maj({)#k mod n only
depends on m, k, l and is equal to the scalar product
(l (k)n , l
(m&l )
k ).
Let us give an example in S4 . We have
l (0)4 =( p
4
1+p
2
2+2p4)4, l
(1)
4 =l
(3)
4 =( p
4
1&p
2
2)4,
l (2)4 =( p
4
1+p
2
2&2p4)4.
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The scalar products are
l (0)4 l
(1)
4 l
(2)
4
l (0)4 3 1 1
l (1)4 1 2 1
l (2)4 1 1 3
Consider m=2, k=2, l=1; ? :=2314 # S4 has major index congruent to
2 mod 4 and there is only one factorization ?=_{=(2134) (1324) such
that maj(_)#1 mod 4 and maj({)#2 mod 4.
7. Rectangles
The previous sections dealt with the case of a transitive cyclic subgroup
of a symmetric group. This section contains some comments on the general
case. But it turns out that the results are not as nice as before. Imitating
(12) we define
KI (q) := :
|J |=n
qsmaj I (n) (J )RJ , (18)
and generalized cyclic characters
L (k)I := :
smaj I (n) (J )#k mod n
RJ . (19)
It is easy to see that there is a factorization
KI (q)=Ki1 (q
ni1) Ki2 (q
ni 2) } } } mod qn&1 (20)
and as in Section 4 one has the relations
K (k)I :=KI (=
k)=:
i
=ikL (i )I , L
(k)
I =
1
n
:
i
=&ikK (i)I . (21)
But it turns out that the subspaces generated by the (L (k)I ) or (K
( j )
I ) are no
longer subalgebras in general.
7.1. Example. Consider S5 and I :=(3, 2), i.e., n :=6. Let = :=
exp(2?i6). Then
K (1)I :=K3(=
2) K2(&1)
K (5)I :=K3(=
4) K2(&1)
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K (2)I :=K3(=
4) K1(1) K1(1)
K (4)I :=K3(=
2) K1(1) K1(1)
K (3)I :=K1(1) K1(1) K1(1) K2(&1)
K (6)I :=K1(1)
5.
The multiplication table K ( j )I V K
(k)
I is contained in
j"k 1 5 2 4 3 6 a
1 6K (1)I 6K
(5)
I 0 0 0 0 0
5 6K (1)I 6K
(5)
I 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 6K (2)I 6K
(4)
I 6(1&=
2)a 0 6a
4 0 0 6K (2)I 6K
(4)
I 6(1&=
4)a 0 6a
3 0 0 0 0 12K (3)I 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 720K (6)I 0
a 0 0 0 0 12a 0 0
where a :=K1(1) K2(&1) K1(1)2&K2(&1) K1(1)3. This table can be easily
computed with (4.2) and (4.5). We will make one particular case explicit
which shows why the space generated by the K ( j )I is not a subalgebra. Let
F1 :=K1(1), F2 :=K2(&1), F3 :=K3(=2). Then
K (2)I V K
(3)
I =6(F3 F
2
1) V (F
3
1 F2)
=6(F3 V (F1F2))(F1 V F1)2
=6(F3 V (F1F2)) F 21 .
but by (4.2) F3 V (F1 F2) is equal to
(q)3 \ 1(1&q)(1&q3) F1F2+
q2
(1&q2)(1&q3)
F2F1+
=(1&q2) F1 F2+(q2&q3) F2F1 .
Hence,
K (2)I V K
(3)
I =6(1&=
2)(F1 F2&F2 F1) F 21=6(1&=
2) a.
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In the preceding example we arranged the indices in a particular way:
For each divisor d of n we collected the 1in with i 7 n=d in blocks
and arranged the numbers within the blocks and the blocks itself in
increasing order. As for products of primitive elements we have
F J V G J$=0 if the length of J is greater thant that of J$ ;
this shows that the table is upper block triangular. In fact, the block
diagonal elements can be easily computed,
K ( j )I V K
(k)
I =cIK
(k)
I , (22)
where cI is the order of the centralizer of an element with cycle partition
I. In particular, the K (k)I are quasi-idempotent.
But, as the example shows, there might be nonzero elements above the
diagonal (which belong to the radical of Sym). In (7.1) these elements were
nilpotent of order 2 and the subalgebra generated by the K ( j )I has a basis
containing the K ( j )I , together with an element a, a V a=0.
There is one particular case where the multiplication table is in fact
block diagonal: the case I :=(rs), m=rs, a rectangular partition.
7.2. Example. Let I :=(4, 4) and = :=exp(2?i4)=i, ‘ :=exp(2?i8).
Then
K (1)I =K4(i )
2=K8(‘2)
K (3)I =K4(&i )
2=K8(‘6)
K (2)I =K2(&1)
4=K8(‘4)
K (4)I =K1(1)
8=K8(‘8)
j"k 1 3 2 4
1 32K (1)I 32K
(3)
I 0 0
3 32K (1)I 32K
(3)
I 0 0
2 0 0 384K (2)I 0
4 0 0 0 (8!) K (4)I
This example clearly shows that for I :=(rs) the space CI generated by
K ( j )I is a subalgebra of Cn . We just record the multiplication formulas.
7.3. Proposition. Let m :=rs, I :=(rs). Then
(i) K (k)I V K
(l )
I ={(nd)! d
ndK (l )I
0
if r 7 k=r 7 l=d,
otherwise.
(ii) L (k)I V L
(l )
I =7
r
i=1 (l
(k)
I , l
(m&l )
I ) L
(m)
I .
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